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Fuzzy Algorithms 
EUGENE S. SANTOS 
Department ofMathematics, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio 
Two different formulations of fuzzy algorithms are developed in the present 
paper. The first corresponds to Turing algorithms and the second to Markov 
normal algorithms. It is shown that the two formulations are equivalent in 
a certain sense. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of the present paper is to give a mathematicidly 
acceptable description of the concept of fuzzy algorithms and to investigate 
its consequences. 
This study is stimulated by a lecture given by Professor L. A. Zadeh 
in March, 1968 at the Ohio State University. In that lecture, Prof. Zadeh 
gave an intuitive description of the concept of fuzzy algorithms. Various 
examples of fuzzy algorithms, which are encountered in our daily life, were 
also cited, e.g., instructions for parking a car, cooking recipe, etc. Clearly, 
since "fuzziness" are allowed in fuzzy algorithms, they have no place in 
the existing formulation of algorithms. 
Two different formulations of fuzzy algorithms are developed below. The 
first corresponds to Turing algorithms (Vukovic, 1961) and the second to 
Markov normal algorithms (Markov, 1954). It is shown that the two formula- 
tions are equivalent in certain sense. 
II. TURING FUZZY ALGORITHMS 
DEFINITION. A Turing fuzzy algorithm (TFA) is a system Z ~--- 
(A, B, S ,p ,  h) where A, B, and S are three pairwise disjoint nonempty 
sets; p is a function from S X U x V x S into [0,1] (the closed unit 
interval) where U = A tJ B and V = U k) {+1, --1, 0}, +1 6 U, --1 6 U, 
0 ~ U; and h is a function from S into [0, I]. The function p satisfies the 
condition that for every u ~ U, p(s, u, O, s') -= 0 if s =/= s'. 
326 
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The sets A and B are, respectively, the printing and auxiliary alphabets. 
The set S is the set of internal states. The symbols + 1, -- 1, and 0 represent 
respectively, a move of one square to the right, a move of one square to the 
left, and the algorithmic procedure terminates. The functions p and h are, 
respectively, the transition function and initial distribution. Both may be 
considered as a grade of membership functions of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965). 
Indeed, p may be interpreted as the grade of membership of the "next act" 
of the algorithm given the present state and the symbol scanned. 
DEFINITION. A TFA  Z = (A,  B, S, p, h) is finite iff (if and only if) S is a 
finite set. 
DEFINITION. Let Z = (d, B, S,p, h) be a TFA. An expression a of Z 
is a finite sequence (possibly empty) of symbols chosen from U k) S. ~ is 
an instantaneous expression of Z iff it contains exactly one s e S and s is 
not the rightmost symbol, a is a tape expression of Z iff it consists entirely 
of symbols from U. a is a word of Z iff it consists entirely of symbols from A. 
The set of all words of Z is denoted by A*. I f  a is an instantaneous expression 
of Z which contains e S and u is the symbol immediately to the right of s, 
then we call s the state of Z at a and u the symbol scanned by Z at a. 
DEFINITION. Let Z = (A, B, S,p ,  h) be a TFA. For every pair of 
instantaneous expressions a and/3 of Z, define 
I 
p(s, u, u', s') p(s, u, +1,  s') 
qz(%/3)=!~(s,u,--l,s') 
if o~ = asur, /3 = as'u'r, u' ~ U, 
if c~ = asuu'r, /3 = aus'u'r, u' ~ U 
or  o~ ~-  asu ,  /3 ~-- ~usrb ,  
if ~ = au'sur, /3 = as'u'ur, u' e U 
or o~ ~ swr, /3 = s'bur, 
otherwise, 
where a and r are (possibly empty) tape expressions of Z and b ~ B stands 
for blank. 
The function qz(o~,/3) may be interpreted as grade of membership that 
the "next" instantaneous expression of Z is /3 given that the "present" 
instantaneous expression of Z is ~. It may be extended to q(z~)(o~,/3), 
n = 0, 1, 2,..., as follows: 
q(zO)(~,/3):ll 0 if ~=/3 ,  
i f  ~ =/=/3, 
q(2+~)(a, /3) = Lub {Min[q(2)(a, 7), qz(Y, /3)]}, 
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where the Lub (least upper bound) is taken over all instantaneous expressions 
of Z. The q~zn)(~, 13) may be interpreted as the grade of membership that 
"after n steps" the instantaneous expression of Z is 13 given that the "present" 
instantaneous expression of Z is c¢. 
From the above definition, it is clear that a TFA  behaves like a maximin 
sequential-like machine (Santos, 1969). 
DEFINITION. Let Z = (A, B, S,p, h) be a TFA. For every pair of 
instantaneous expressions a and 13 of Z and for every n = 1, 2,..., define 
t(z')(a, 13) = Min[p(s, u, 0, s), q{zn--1)(0~, 13)] 
where s is the state of Z at 13 and u is the symbol scanned by Z at/3. Moreover, 
define 
tz(~ , 13) = Lub t(2)(~, 13). 
n 
The t(z~)(a, [3) may be interpreted as the grade of membership that "after n 
steps" the algorithmic procedure will "terminate" with t3 given that it starts 
with a. The tz(~ , 13) may be interpreted as the grade of membership that 
the algorithmic procedure will "terminate" with 13 "after a finite number 
of steps" given that it starts with c~. 
DEFINITION. A TFA Z = (A, B, S, p, h) is nondeterministic iff the range 
of p and h consist of only two numbers, namely, 0 and 1. If, in addition, 
for every s e S and u ~ U there exist uniquely a v e V and s' ~ S such that 
p(s, u, v, s') = 1, and if there is a unique s ~ S such that h(s) = 1, then Z is 
deterministic. 
It  is interesting to note the resemblance between TFA and probabilistic 
Turing machines (Santos, 1969). This resemblance enables us to give parallel 
treatment for the two concepts. 
In what follows, we shall assume that B always contains b and ..  With 
each k-tuple (W1, W~ ..... Wk) of words of Z we associate the tape expression 
(W1, W2 ,..., Wk) = W1 * W2 * "'" * W~. Here, empty words among the 
Wi's are replaced by b. Let c¢ be an expression of Z, then (@ will denote 
the word of Z obtained from a by striking out all symbols not belonging to A. 
DEFINITION. A k-ary fuzzy word function in A is a function from the 
collection of all (k @ 1)-tuples of words in A into [0, 1]. 
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DEFINITION. Let Z = (A, B, S, p, h) be a TFA.  Then, for each integer k, 
we associate a k-ary fuzzy word function ~b~z~) in A as follows: 
~(zk)(W1 W2 W~ W) = Lub Lub {Min[h(s), tz(a,/3)]} 
' ' " "  ' (~)=W sos  
where a = s (W 1 , W e ,..., Wk) and the first Lub is taken over all instantaneous 
expressions/3 such that (/3} ---= W. 
• (z~)(W1, Wz ,..., Wk) represents the grade of membership that TFA  Z 
with initial tape (W 1 , W2 ,..., Wk) ends with tape W. 
THEOREM 1. For every TFA Z = (A, B, S,p ,  h), there exists a TFA 
Z o = (A, B, So ,Po ,  ho) where S O -~ S kJ {So} , s o • A k) B tA S, and 
l 
p(s', u, v, s") if s', s" ~ S, 
ho(S") if s' po(s', u, v, s") = = s o and v = u ~ U, 
otherwise, 
,o(s) = 110 
if s= SO, 
if S~So,  
such that 
,..., w)  = ,..., wk ,  w)  
for  all k and W1,  W 2 ,..., Wk,  W ~ A*.  
Proof. Follows immediately from the above definitions. 
The above theorem shows that there is no loss of generality in considering 
only those TFA whose initial distribution h is concentrated ata single state s o , 
i.e., 
h(so) = 1 and h(s) =0 if s@s o . 
In this case, we say that s o is the initial state. 
I I I .  NORMAL FUZZY ALGORITHMS 
Notation. Let C be an arbitrary nonempty set, then C* will denote the 
set of all finite sequences of symbols from C. We shall assume that C* 
contains the null expression e. 
DEFINITION. Let a, a a C* and k a positive integer. Then m(cr, a) = k iff 
643/I7/4-2 
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(i) there exists /~1,/xs ,...,/~k, vl, v2 ,..-, vk ~ C* such that ~ = I~iavi for 
i = 1, 2,..., k where v, :/: vi for i vaj.  
(ii) if a =/~eu, then /~ =/~i ,  v = v, for some i. 
For completeness, we define re(a, c~) = 0 if for all/~, v ~ C*, a :/:/zav. 
In other words, re(a, a) = k iff ~ can be expressed in the form/xav in 
exactly k distinct ways. Clearly, for e l ,  a s ~ C*, a I = a s iff re(a1, a2) ~ 0 
and re(a2, al) :/= O. 
DEFINITION. Let a,/3, a, "r E C* and k a positive integer. Then 
c¢ ~ fi mod(a, ~-) iff there exists/x, v ~ C* such that a =/~av,/3 =/zrv,  and 
m(~, t~)  = k. 
k 
In other words, ~ ~,/3 rood(a, ~-) iff/3 can be obtained from ~ by replacing 
the kth occurrence of a in ~ by ~-. 
DEFINITION. Let a, fi, a ~ C*, then 
c~(~,/3; a) = {(% k) : o~ ,~ /3 mod(a, ~-)}. 
Intuitively, cg(~,/3; a) gives all the possibilities in which/3 can be obtained 
from ~ by replacing the a occurring in a by some other expression. Clearly, 
there are only finitely many such possibilities and c~(a,/3; a) is empty if 
m(~, ~) = O. 
DEFINITION. A function r from C* × C* into [0, 1] is a substitution 
function in C iff there exists a e C* such that r(a,/3) = 0 for all a, fl ~ C* 
where a :/: a. a is called the stem of r. 
For simplicity, we shall write ro(~-) for r(a, "r) which may be interpreted 
as the grade of membership that a will be substituted by ~-. Moreover, r~ will 
be used to denote a substitution function with stem a. 
DEFINITION. A sequence {x~} of real numbers is an ordering sequence 
iff for all n, x~ ~ [0, 1] and for some k, xT, :/: O. 
DEFINITION. Wkh each substitution function in C and ordering sequence 
{x~}, we associate a function f from C* X C* into [0, 1] where 
( Lub{f~(% k) : (% k) ~ c~(a, fi; ~r)} 
f(~, P) = I if c~(a, fi; ~) is not empty, 
( 0 otherwise, 
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where f~(r, k) = Min{ro(7), xk}. We shall denote cr = stem(f), r~ = sub(f) 
and {x~} = seq(f). Moreover, we shall write f = (r~, {x~}) and call f a 
transform function in C associated with r~ and {x~}. 
In the above definition, x~ may be interpreted as the grade of membership 
that the kth occurrence of a in c~ will be replaced; go(~-, k) the grade of 
membership that the hth occurrence of a in a will be replaced by 7; and 
f(o~,/3) the grade of membership that ~ will be transformed into t3 by the 
substitution function r~ subject to the ordering sequence {x~}. 
DEFINITION. A transform function f in C is finite iff for every a a C*, 
f(cz,/3) = 0 except for finitely many ft. 
PROPOSITION. A transform function f = (ro , {xn)) in C is finite iff r~(~) = 0 
except for finitely many -r. 
Proof. Suppose r~(~-) = 0 except when r = r~, i = 1, 2,..., l. Let ~ E C*. 
If m(a, ~) = 0, then f(~, fi) = 0 for all fi ~ C*. I f  re(a, a) = m, then there 
exists /zl,/z 2 ..... /z~, vl, v 2 ,..., v~ such that a ~ fi mod(a, *i) implies fi is 
of the form t6.riv~. Thus, f(~, fi) = 0 except possibly if fi is of the form 
l~riv~. Since there are only finitely many such fi, f is finite. Conversely, 
suppose r,(r) @ 0 for all r 6 X C C* where X is an infinite set. Since {xn} 
is an ordering sequence, there exists h such that x e @ 0. Moreover, there 
exists ~ a C* such that m(a, a) =- h and a =/za  for some/~ 6 C*. Clearly, 
~/3  mod(a, ~') if /3 =/~z, ~" ~ X. Thus, f(~, fi) @ 0 if /3 =/z~-, r ~ X. 
A contradiction. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a family of transform function in C and ~ a C*, 
then 
~(~,F) = {f  eF  : m(a, ~) % 0 where a = stem(f)}, 
i.e., ~(a,F) is the set of functions, f~F ,  which are applicable to a. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a family of transform function in C. An execution 
function E in C with respect o F is a function from C* X F into [0, 1] 
such that for every f e F, 
(i) E(a,f)  = E(fi, f )  if ~(~, F) = ~(fi, F), 
(ii) E(a,f)  = 0 if S(~, F) is empty. 
DEFINITION. A normal fuzzy algorithm is a system Y = (C,F, E, H) 
where C is a nonempty set, F is a collection of transform functions in C, 
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E is an execution function in C with respect o F, and H is a function from F 
into [0, 1]. H is called the halting function. 
In the above definition, C is the alphabet. E(e~,f) may be interpreted as 
the grade of membership that given ~ ~ C*, the transform function f will 
be applied, and H(f) is the grade of membership that the algorithmic 
procedure will halt after applying f. 
From the above interpretation, we see that the algorithmic procedure 
may terminate under two cases, namely, no transform function is applicable 
to the expression (natural termination) and termination after applying a 
certain transform function (forced termination). 
DEFINITION. Let Y = (C, F, E, H) be a NFA. For each ~, 13 ~ C*, define 
Jr(~,/3) = Lub {Min[E(o~, f ) ,  f(~,/3), 1 -- H(f)]} 
if o~:7~ 3 
(1) J}~(~,, 3) " <"-~ = Lub,~c*{Mln[Jr (~, 7), Jr(r, fl)]}, n = 1, 2,..., 
Kr(c~,/3) = Lubi~F{Min[E(~,f),  (c~ , /3), H(f)]}, 
K¢r°'(,x,/3) = 0, 
(2) K~"'(~,/3) ----- Lub~,~c.{Min[J~-~(~, ~,),Ky(~',/3)]}, n = 1, 2,..., 
(3) L)"}(c~,/3) = Min{J}"'(~,/3), I.,ub1~v[1 -- E(3,f)]}, n = O, 1, 2,..., 
(4) M~)(c~,/3) = Max{K~r")(a,/3), r~)(o~,/3)}, n = 0, 1, 2,..., 
(5) Mr(%/3) = Lub,{M(r")(~,/3)}. 
The functions involved in the above definition may be interpreted as 
follows: 
(1) J(rn)(~,/3): the grade of membership that after n steps, the expression 
will be /3 and will not terminate due to forced termination, given that it 
starts with c~. 
(2) K~rn)( ~, fi): the grade of membership that after n steps, the algorithmic 
procedure will terminate due to forced termination with t, given that it 
starts with c~. 
(3) L~(~, t3): the grade of membership that after n steps, the algorithmic 
procedure will terminate due to natural termination with /3, given that it 
starts with ~. 
(4) M~rn)(~,/3): the grade of membership that after n steps, the algorithmic 
procedure will terminate with/3, given that it starts with c~. 
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(5) Mr(~ , ]3): the grade of membership that the algorithmic procedure 
will terminate with/3 after a finite number of steps, given that it starts with ~. 
DEFINITION. Let Y = (C, F, E, H) be a NFA. Y is finite iff F is a finite 
collection of finite transform functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y = (C, F, E, H) be a finite NFA. Then there exists a 
finite subset C 1 of C such that for every ~ ~ C1" and p ~ C2", where C 2 = 
C - -  C1, 
tMr(c~, 5) if y = [3p for some [3 ~ C1" , 
My(coP, 9') = ~0 otherwise. 
Proof. Consider the set C 1 consisting of all c ~ C which occur in one 
or more of the following expressions: 
(i) the expressions cr ~ C* such that ~ = stem(f) for somef~F.  
(if) the expressions ~ C* such that ro(~:):# 0 for some ro where 
r~ = sub(f), feF .  
Clearly, C 1 is finite. Moreover, it is readily verified that C I has the desired 
property. 
THEOREM 3. The class of all Markov normal algorithms (Markov, 1954) 
may be identified with a subclass of the class of all NFA. 
Proof. Consider the collection of all NFA Y = (C, F, E, H) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) C and F are finite. 
(if) For everyf~F, there exists exactly one *o ~ C* such that ro(,0) = 1 
and r~(r) = 0 for r =/= r0, where ro = sub(f). 
(iii) For everyfeF,  x 1 = 1 and xk : 0 for k = 2, 3,.., where {xn} = seq(f). 
(iv) For every ~ e C*, 
{10 if m(%,cO@O and m(a i , °O=O 
E(%f~) = for i=  1, 2,.., k - -1 ,  
otherwise, 
where % = stem(fk) and F = { f l , k  ,...,f~}- 
(v) For every feF ,  H( f )  = 0 or 1. It follows immediately from the 
definitions given above that this collection of NFA has the desired property. 
A NFA satisfying (i) to (v) above is said to be Markovian. 
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IV. TFA  VERSUS NFA 
It is well known that Turing algorithms and Markov normal algorithms 
are equivalent (Vukovic, 1961). In this section, we shall show how this 
equivalence may be carried over to the fuzzy case. 
THEOREm[ 4. Let Z = (A, B, S, p, h) be a TFA. Then there exists a NFA 
Y = (C, F, E, H) where A u B C_C_ C such that for every 
w, w l  , w~ ,..., W~ ~ A*, 
#(ze)(W~, W 2 ,..., W~, W) = Mr( (W~,  W2 ,..., W~), W). 
Moreover, Y is finite if  A u B u S is finite. 
Proof. Let Y = (C, F, E, H) where: 
(1) C=AuBUSu(q ,c2 ,ca ,c4} ,e i6AuBuSfor i=  1,2 ,3 ,4 .  
(2) _F = {f : f  = (r,,{xn}), ro ~R, x~ = 1 and x~ = 0 for n = 2, 3,...}. 
R consists of the following substitution functions in C: 
(i) ru% and r%~ for every u E A u B u (ca, q}, 
if ~ = qu, 
otherwise, 
if ~ = uc 2 , 
otherwise, 
= 
(ii) r%u and ru% for every u ~ B, 
(iii) ru% and ro# for every u ~ U, 
if T = c3, 
otherwise, 
if T = c4, 
otherwise, 
if r = cau ,
otherwise, 
if r = uc4, 
otherwise, 
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(iv) rq% and r%% , 
otherwise, 
rc.c.(T) = ll 0 if ,=e ,  
otherwise, 
v) rs% and rs% for every s ~ S, 
rs~l(.) = ll 0 if .c=qsb, 
otherwise, 
rsc,(~.) : llo if "r=sbc~, 
otherwise, 
(vi) r~x~ 2 for every s ~ S, u ~ U, u l ,  u S E U LJ {q ,  ca} , 
r~l,~.~(~) = 
tp(s, u, s') . = UlS' U% , u I , if 
p(s, u, +1, s') if T = UxUS'U2, 
]p(;,~ ( 'U ' - - I ' s ' )  if ,=S'U#U2, 
~p u, O, s) if , = c3uluu~q , 
\o otherwise, 
(vii) r a for every a ~ A, 
ra('r) -= lho (s) otherwise.if -r = qsac2 ,
It is clear the F may be well-ordered in such a way that the order given 
above for the substitution functions is preserved. We shall denote by < such 
a well-ordering relation. 
I 
10 if ~(~,F )@0 and f is the least 
(3) E(%f) = element of ~(~,F) under <,  
otherwise. 
~1 if s tem( f )= c~c~, 
(4) H(f )  ~o otherwise. 
It  can be verified that Y has the desired property. Moreover, since every 
f~F  is finite and F is finite if A u B k3 S is finite, thus the conclusion 
of the second part follows. 
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THEOREM 5. There exists finite TFA for which there are no finite NFA 
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 4. 
Proof. Let Z = (A, B, S, p, h) where A = {ai : i = 1, 2,...}, B = {b, .}, 
S = {sl, s2} and 
l l if i=  1, k =2,  v =a~+ 1 or 
p(s i ,a j ,v ,  sk) = i=k  :2 ,  v=O,  
otherwise. 
The conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
DEFINITION. Let Z 1 = (A1, B I ,  S I ,p t ,  hi) and Z 2 = (A2, B~, S2,p2,  h2) 
be TFA.  Let SaCS lc~S~.  By Z 1 -+Z 2mod(S3) we mean the TFA 
Z = (A, B, S, p, h) where A = A1u A2 , B = Bl t3 B2 , S = S1u S~ , 
and 
p(s, u, v, s') = 
'pl(s, u, v, s') if s ~ (S 1 - -  $2) u Sa,  
u~AI  U B1, 
v ~A l t3  B I k) {@l, --1, 0}, 
S' ~ S 1 , 
p~(s, u, v, s') if s ~ S 2 - -  $3,  u ~ .//~ U B2, 
yEA s W B 2 U {+1, --1,0}, 
S l @ S 2 
1 if s=s '~S l ,u~U- -U1,  
V =0~ 
or s=s '  ~S2,uEU- -U2 ,  
v=0 
0 otherwise 
h(s) = l~l(S ) if s ~ S1, 
otherwise. 
If $3 = 4, we shall write Z 1 --* Z,, for Z 1 --~ Z 2 mod(Sa). In general we define 
Zl  ~ Z~ - . . . .  ~ Z .  ~ Z.÷~ = (Z~ -~ Z~ 4 . . .  -~  Zn) ~ Z .+I .  
THEOREM 6. Let Y = (C, F, E, H) be a finite NFA.  Then there exists a 
finite TFA Z = (A, B, S, p, h) where A = C such that for every cz, fl E C* 
My(a, 8) = ~)(~, 8). 
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Proof. Since Y is finite, the following TFA can be constructed: 
1. Z 1 = (C, B1, $1, P l ,  hi) where 
(i) There exists a one-one function gl from 2 F, the collection of all 
subsets of F into S 1 . We shall denote by S 1' the range of g l .  
(ii) h 1 is concentrated ats o ~ S 1 - -  $1'. 
(iii) For every a ~ C* and instantaneous expression/3, 
~1 if /3 = s~ where s =- gl(~(~, F)), 
tZl(S°~' ~) = ~0 otherwise. 
2. Z z = (C, B2, S2,p~, h2) where 
(i) S 2 (3 S 1 = $1'. 
(ii) There exist one-one functions g (  and g~, both from F into $2, 
such that S2'n S~ = (~ where S 2' and S~ are, respectively, range of g~' 
and g ; .  Moreover, S 2' ~ S 1' = ¢, S~ ~ S it = ¢, 
(iii) For every e¢ E C*, s E S 1' and instantaneous expression/3, 
l E(a,f) if f3=s'~ where s' :g2 ' ( f ) ,  
tz2(S~,/3) = 1 -- E(~,f)  if /3 = s"o~ where s" =g~(f ) ,  
0 otherwise. 
3. Z 3 ----- (C, Ba, Sa,p3,  h3) where 
(i) S a~S 2=S 2 'andSz~S 1=~.  
(ii) There exists a one-one function gz from F × 1 into $3, where I is 
the set of all positive integers, such that S 2' (5 S a' = ~ where S 3' is the 
range of gs. 
(iii) For every a E C*, s ~ $2' and instantaneous expression/3, 
tx~ if /3 = s'c~ where s' =g~( f ,k )  and s = g2'(f) ,  tz3(S~, ~) ~o otherwise. 
4. Z = (C, B4, S~, P4, h4) where 
(i) S 4c~S a=S a 'andS 4(3S i=4, i=  1,2. 
(ii) There exists a one-one function ga from S 3' into Sa --  Sa'. The range 
of ga will be denoted by S4'. 
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(iii) For every a ~ C*, s ~ S 3' and instantaneous expression/3, 
= l 
r~(~) if ~ : t*~v,/3 = s't*~'v, 
/ z ,v~C*  and 
m(cr,/za) = k where 
= stem(f) ,  s = ga(f, k), 
s' = g4(s) 
\ 0 otherwise. 
5. Z 5 = (C, Bs,  $5, Ps, hs) where 
(i) S 5 (~S a=Sa '  ,S  5nS  l={s0} , and Ss n S, ---- ¢, i = 2, 3. 
(ii) There exists a one-one function g5 from S a" into S 5 - -  Sa'. The range 
of g5 will be denoted by $5'. 
(iii) For every a ~ C*, s ~ S'  and instantaneous expression fi, 
l S ( f )  if fi =s 'a  where s' =gs(s),  
tzs(S°~'/3) = 1 - -  H( f )  i f  /3 = Soa. 
Let Z = Z1 ~ Z2 ~ Zz --~ Z4 and Z ----- Z --~ Z 5 mod({so} ). It can be verified 
that Z has the desired property. 
By virtue of Theorems 5 and 6, we observe that finite TFA  are more 
general than finite NFA. The former are capable of handling infinite 
alphabets. 
COROLLARY. As far as finite NFA are concerned, there is no loss to generality 
in considering only those finite NFA which satisfies (iii) to (v) in the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. For every NFA Y = (C, G, E, H) satisfying (i), (ii), (v), and 
(iii)' for every fEF ,  there exists a unique k such that x k = 1 and x,  = 0 
for n ~ k, where x~ = segf, 
(iv)' for every ~ E C*, there exists at most one fo ~ F such that E(a, fo) = 1 
andE(a , f )  = Oforf ~ fo,  
there exists a Markovian NFA Y' = (C, F', E', H') such that My ~ My. .  
Any NFA which satisfies (ii), (iii)', (iv)' and (v) is deterministic. The 
above corollary states that no real gain can be obtained by generalizing 
Markov normal algorithm in the sense given by (iii)' and (iv)' above. 
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